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Consumers might enjoy consumption more when not distracted. This conflicts with previous research regarding product sampling but

accords with extensive research in psychology. The reason for the discrepancy is explored theoretically and empirically. Study 1

demonstrates a reversal of product-sample evaluations under distraction vs. no distraction when evaluation is given at the time of

sampling, rather than following delay. Consumers choose a sampled item more when distracted only if preferences are measured after

delay. If preferences are reported during tasting, distracted consumers show lower preference for the sampled product than non-

distracted consumers. Study 2 demonstrates the role of beliefs in determining evaluation after delay. The study finds a reversal of the

increased preference obtained under. Specifically, when participants received negative product information they showed lower

preference under distraction than under low-distraction given delayed preference measurement, reversing the pattern obtained when no

information is given.
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It Tastes Better Conscious: The Role of Attention in Hedonic Consumption Experience
Aner Tal, Duke University, USA

Imagine it’s Thursday evening and you’re enjoying dinner along with NBC’s comedy night. The show is great and you’re laughing
and enjoying yourself. At the same time, though, are you enjoying your food? Would you enjoy your food more were you paying attention
to eating rather than to the TV?

Surprising findings in recent consumer behavior research suggests that people might enjoy hedonic stimuli more when distracted.
In two papers Shiv & Nowlis (2004; Nowlis & Shiv, 2005) demonstrated that consumers chose one of two options more and evaluated
an option more highly after trying it under distraction than under no distraction. In Shiv & Nowlis’ general procedure, participants tasted
a food sample under high or low cognitive load, and subsequently evaluated the sampled item or chose between the item and an alternative.
Participants consistently displayed enhanced preference for items tasted under distraction.

Shiv & Nowlis claimed this effect occurred due to the dynamics of two additive and independent elements of evaluation: affective
and informational. Under the authors’ assumption that the informational component is valenced lower than the affective component for
hedonic items, a summation of the two should lead to reduced evaluation over a consideration of affect alone. Without distraction both
elements add up to determine overall evaluation, whereas under distraction only the affective element effects evaluation. Thus, evaluation
under distraction should be higher than evaluation under no distraction.

A vast literature in the psychology of pain perception, however, paints a different picture (for reviews see Cioffi, 1991; McCaul &
Marlott, 1984). Under psychological models of pain perception, cognitive elements play an integral and interactive part with sense data
in determining hedonic experience (e.g., Dar & Leventhal, 1993; Melzack & Wall, 1965). A similar role for conscious cognition and
attention has been found in other domains, including consumer behavior (Lee. et al., 2006; Levin & Gaeth, 1988; Wood & Quinn, 2002).
Under these conceptions attention is crucial to hedonic experience. Consequently, these models predict–and extensive research verifies–
that distraction leads to a muting of hedonic experience.

How does one reconcile the conflicting results described above? We propose that memory processes, often neglected in both streams
of research, might hold the answer. People’s memory for hedonic episodes is often lacking, and is based on either selective recall for
particular elements of the experience (Kahenman, 1999; Ariely & Zauberman, 2000), or on reconstructions based on beliefs and
expectations rather than on actual recall (Novemsky & Ratner, 2003; Wilson & Gilbert, 2003). Thus, online judgments of experience might
produce markedly different results then judgments following delay (Lee, 2002).

In Shiv & Nowlis’ (2004; Nowlis & Shiv, 2005) studies, choice normally followed sampling after some delay. Consequently,
participants under load (i.e., the distraction condition) might not have encoded their experience from working memory to long-term
memory (e.g., Craik et al., 1996; Baddely & Craik, 1984). Thus, participants in the distraction condition might have based their evaluations
or choices on beliefs or expectations, while participants in the no distraction condition might have based their evaluations or choices on
actual experience. Thus, evaluations in the two conditions have different bases and are consequently rendered incomparable in regards
to participants’ actual hedonic experience (see Lynch & Srull, 1982; Lee, 2002). Further, the results obtained in Shiv and Nowlis’ sampling
studies make sense in light of the differential reliance on memory versus beliefs, since given the “high-quality chocolate” context of the
experiments participants were likely to expect high quality from the sampled brand.

If these ideas are correct, a reversal of Shiv & Nowlis’ results should be obtained given reliance on actual experience. This can be
obtained by including an online evaluation, which will make the basis of evaluation for distraction and non distraction comparable. In sum:

H1a: Participants will prefer the tasted over the non-tasted items more with high (rather than low) distraction when evaluation is
delayed.

H1b: Participants will prefer tasted over non-tasted items less with high (rather than low) distraction when evaluation occurs during
tasting.

Study 1. The study closely paralleled previous studies of distraction and sampling. Participants (N=30) tasted chocolate and granola
bars under high or low load (shopping list memorization), and subsequently indicated their preference between the tasted snack and a
second, comparable alternative. In the online condition, participants indicated their preference during tasting, whereas in the delay
condition participants indicated their preference after a minute’s delay during which they recalled memorized lists. The design was a 2
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(snack type: chocolate and granola-bar) X 2 (distraction: high or low load) X 2 (delay: delay or no delay) within-participants foldover
design.

Results and Discussion. We ran an ANOVA model predicting choice from delay and distraction with snack-type as a covariate. No
main effects or interactions were found for either snack-type or for the separately examined order of conditions (distraction, delay). There
was no main effect of either distraction or delay (p>.2). The predicted pattern of delay and distraction was obtained, with the delay X
distraction interaction significant at the .01 level (F(1, 52)=7.12).

When there was delay between sampling and preference indication, participants preferred the tasted snacks more under distraction
(73.33%) than under no distraction (46.67%). The pattern was reversed when preferences measures were taken during sampling. Here,
participants chose the sampled snacks more (80%) under no distraction than under high distraction (40%).

Study 2. Participants (N=87) tasted unidentified crackers under high and low distraction conditions similar to study 1. After tasting,
participants received negative information about the crackers. This included a low consumer panel rating (4.6/10 points) and display of
a cheap-looking cracker box (rated low in pretests) from which the crackers were ostensibly taken. Participants then rated the crackers
on a scale of 1-7, anchored by “not at all tasty” and “very tasty”, as well as rating the crackers on a 5-item evaluative measure taken from
Shiv and Nowlis’ studies.

Note that in this study all participants were essentially in a delay condition. Under our conceptualization, participants should weight
the information they received (i.e., show lower evaluation) more under high, rather than low, distraction, reversing the normal delay/
distraction pattern found in study 1 and in Shiv and Nowlis’ research. This was indeed the case: participants evaluated crackers as less
tasty on a 7-point scale under distraction (3.98) than they did under no distraction (4.67)-F(1,93)=6.09; p=.015. Similar results were
obtained using the 5-item measures employed by Shiv and Nowlis (p=.05). Note that these results are the opposite of the prediction of
Shiv and Nowlis’ framework, where information should be weighted more highly under low, rather than high, distraction.

The next study planned will examine the moderating role of the intrinsic valence-level of the consumption experience using high and
low (taste quality) rated snacks. Under the predictions of the current model, experience should weigh more heavily under low, rather than
high, distraction.
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